
THOUGHTFULLY 
CRAFTING EVERY 
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



UX Research
UX UI Design
iOS Development
Start-up fundraising

8it App

PROJECT TYPE

Simplify Food Decision



Simplify
FooD 
Decisions 

8it Inc. is a visual menu mobile application that simplify food 
decisions. 

We believe the current food review company’s strategy to list 
restaurants’ data, is counter-intuitive to a customer’s intention to 
decide on food simply. Instead of comparing restaurants 
analytically, we reframe the approach by presenting Instagram-
esque dish photos to induce customers’ craving socially and 
humanly.

ABOUT 8it
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IDEATION

We began our ideation process by identifying and validating the sets of 
business and user problems through extensive researches such as 
literature reviews, conducting study groups and interviews and 
performing ethnography. This step gives us the confidence to tackle a 
problem that is the most valuable for our client to solve and that the 
client have the appropriate resource to solve it. After identifying the 
problem, we begin to evaluate the current solutions in the market and 
analyze the feature gaps.



Designing the solution
When our clients and we have arrived to our unique value proposition, we start to iteratively design features that could solve 
the proposed problem most e!ectively. At each iteration we presented these features to our beta users via our interactive 
prototype. The feedbacks that we have collected goes back to improve our design hypothesis.

Version 2 Version 3Version 1
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MINIMUM VIABLE 
PRODUCT
When both our client and we are confident in the design 
requirement, our designers and illustrators  set o! to polish up the 
User Interface and brand element, while our
developers begin to research technical implementation details.
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Fundraising 
Round

Software 
Development

By working with strategic venture capitalist 
firm, we package the project into business 
plans and pitch deck to explore various 
funding options.

Our Development team are skilled in both 
front-end and back-end development 
following industry best practices. Our 
technical stack for this project includes:

Business & 
SOftware 

Nosql Database
Nodejs Backend Server
Elasticsearch, Redis for backend optimization.
iOS mobile development
API Integration (Imagine Recognition with custom training)  
OCR Image to Text
Textual Sentiment analysis
Authentication Service
Amazon Web Service Integration



Web Design

Lamoureux 
Architect

PROJECT TYPE

Award winning design



over 20 years 
of experiences

Lamoureux Architect Incorporated is a mid-size architecture firm 
based in West Vancouver. Established in 1993 by principal Brad 
Lamoureux, Architect AIBC, a practicing architect since 1987, the 
experienced LAI team comprises 11 design professionals and has 
worked exclusively in the high-end custom residential market for 
over 20 years. The goal of the redesign was to exhibit the depth 
and range of its architectural design mastery through photos and 
rendering.

ABOUT LAMOUREUX
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Simplicity

The design began visually because we felt most of the projects’ exquisite qualities 
cannot be described by only text. To make it continuously visual, we rethink the 
website’s logical hierarchy and navigation. The experience became a lot more 
emotional than scholarly, swimmingly than interrupted. We deliberately 
compliment the photos we use with more poetic words. The result was a more 
simplify website that is intuitive.

Perfection is achieved not when there is nothing more 
to add, but when there is nothing left to take away. “ “Antoine de Saint Exupery



Managed by 
Clients

User Friendly 
Design

The project has two purpose: beyond creating 
a captivating website we also want to make 
the day to day updating of the website 
content an easier process. By creating the 
website with a content management system, 
the firm was able to keep its website current 
without any technical knowledge.

In 2017, www.lamoureuxarchitect.ca 
received “User-Approved” acclaim from 
awwwards.com 

OTHER FEATURES



Web Design
Branding

LURY 
IMMIGRATIONS

PROJECT TYPE

An approachable style



A unique
consultation
expereince

Lury Immigration is a rapidly growing consultation service with a 
focus to provide an alternative kind of immigration consultation 
experience to their customers. Having helped ample of customers 
Yee and Keith believe Lury can provide value to customers not 
only through their expertise by o!ering advice, but they believe 
their strength lies in the ability to relate to customers. 

ABOUT LURY



Begin with 
Customer 
Relationship

Immigration Consultation being a highly competitive industry, we realize brand 
di!erentiation is vital to the business’s success. We also agree to a few process 
such as branding exercise, generating mood board, persona studies, and various 
levels of mocking up the visual design.  After our research, we decided to center 
our design e!ort in its mission to make immigration consultation a more 
personalized and helpful experience to the end customer. 

PROCESS



To instill the brand values of being approachable and o!ering services like a 
companionship, we formed the logo with three parallel lines, representing the two 
founders and the customer. The line is continuous to form a triangle shows that they 
are with the customer the continuously in ups and downs. The triangle pointing to 
the right side represents that Lury can guide the customer to the right direction in 
their journey to immigration.

LOGO DESIGN
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Custom Typography 
to impress

Unlike latin alphabetic languages, Traditional Chinese typography is 
technically di!cult to implement custom design due to its font pack being 
quite large in bytes. Levo Studio is one of the few digital studio in North 
America to implement custom fonts on the web. This allows us to express the 
rich cultural dynamics of Chinese typography. In Lury Immigration’s case, we 
selected this calligraphy font to create an amiable image.



Web Design
E-commerce

Peaceful 
restaurant

PROJECT TYPEReinventing an urban legend



BEST CHINESE
RESTAURANT

Peaceful Restaurant is voted to be one of the best Chinese 
restaurants in Vancouver. With over 20 years of history, they have 
6 locations o!ering authentic Northern Chinese cuisine. 

Peaceful Restaurant has trusted Levo Studio to redesign their 
website to elevate their brand image to a modern & classy 
design, while keeping its traditional feel to it. It aims to a attract 
wider range of customers through the new design, and provide a 
better, seamless online ordering experience for customers.

ABOUT PEaCEFUL
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ELEVATING The 
BRAND
Highlighting Peaceful Restaurant’s best o!ering at a glance
Optimize older but valuable content such as newspaper articles, past 
awards and display them beautifully

We have retained the essence of the traditional Chinese brand and 
elevate it to a more classy and modern feel.  A premium brand image is 
achieve through the use of warm gold colours accented with red, 
oriental elements and sophisticated imagery.  



Seamless 
order system 
The process of ordering from Peaceful Restaurant has become seamless. 
We have design the online order page to be contained in one page to let 
user view the entire order in one glance, making it easier update and 
change di!erent details their order before they checkout.  The design 
has considered the restaurant's operational complications and delivers 
the information to the customer in appropriate places.



Customer 
First
No matter how big or small your 
business is, we spend the time to 
nurture and grow the relationship.

Honesty
We would never compromise our 
core values in trust no matter 
what.

God-
centered
He is the reason why we started 
this business, and we rely on Him 
and thankful to His grace upon us.

Obsessed in 
Quality
Focus our e!ort on quality and 
get obsess in our craft to achieve 
world-class performance.

OUR VALUES



OUR 
Services

Web Design
Design that best appeal and communicate your brand 
story to your customers and potential partners. 

UX Research
Research customer undeserved needs through 
observations and interviews. Data is analyzed to find 
opportunity to craft a product that will fit the market.

startup mentorship
With previous experiences working in startups, we have 
the expertise to guide you in creating your startup from 
scratch. We work with various investors and ventures in 
the Angel round to help to realize your next startup idea. 



LET’S GET IN TOUCH

hello@levo.studio
604 722 9494

levo.studio

CONTACT240-440 W. Hastings Street
Vancouver B.C. V6B 1L1

LOCATION
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